
Cara Insert Stove

Our Cara Insert Stove fits into any existing 
standard fireplace opening*

Technically speaking

Easy to install

The Cara Insert Stove can be easily fitted 
into a standard fireplace (16” x 22”) in a few 
simple steps.  Firstly remove the fireback 
and any loose materials.  Next, insert the 
external convection casing into the opening, 
followed by the stove.  Finally, connect to a 
standard chimney (125mm diameter) using 
either a flexi flue liner approved for solid fuel 
or a clay pot adapter.

Waterford Stanley want you to enjoy the 
maximum performance from your Cara 
Insert stove.  To ensure this, it is essential that 
it is installed correctly. We recommend using 
a suitably qualified installer.

A lot more efficient

The Cara Insert Stove can significantly 
improve the efficiency of your fireplace. 
With a traditional open fire, you’re effectively 
watching your money go up the chimney. 
With a Stanley stove, the vast majority of the 
heat generated stays in the room.

Stylish good looks

Like any Stanley product, the Cara Insert 
Stove looks good, its very presence can 
transform an otherwise ordinary room. Its 
traditional craftsmanship and contemporary 
design make it a centrepiece in any home.

Easy to maintain

The Cara Insert Stove uses a lot less fuel so 
produces a lot less ash and less ash means 
less cleaning. 

Better for the environment

The Stanley Cara Insert stove incorporates 
pre-heated secondary air. This maximises the 
stove’s efficiency and leads to extremely low 
carbon monoxide emissions.

•  Cast Iron stove made to 
Stanley’s high quality 
standard

• 4.9kW room heat
•  Suitable for all types of 

solid fuel
•  Air wash - air draught 

control enables a 
continuous view of the fire 
by keeping the glass clean

•  Convection system for 
greater efficiency

•  Large glass door

Width 
485.5mm

Height
603mm

(Front to back depth 359mm)

Stanley stoves are approved 
by the following
HETAS approval pending. 
HETAS is the official body recognised by Government 
to approve solid fuel domestic heating appliances, 
fuels and services. 
Established in 1936, HETAS Ltd. is the official test and 
approval body for the domestic solid fuel industry. 
HETAS Ltd. approves and gives the three tick logo mark 
of quality assurance to solid fuel fires.
 
The external castings on Stanley solid fuel stoves 
are covered by warranty for up to 5 years. Ceramic 
glass is covered against thermal breakage for 3 years. 
Refractory materials, rope seals, glass seals, cement 
seals, the surface finish on seno models, grates and fine 
bars are covered under a standard 1 year warranty.*
* Terms and conditions apply.
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A big idea for a small space

*standard fireplace opening is 560mm h x 405mm w x 380 d



Quality you can trust

Cleaner for you and greener...  .. for the environment

Steeped in tradition and heritage, Waterford 

Stanley has long been the hallmark of Irish quality. 

Our beautifully designed and superior built stoves 

and cookers have brought warmth and comfort 

to homes for generations. In a changing world, 

where space is limited and green credentials 

are everything, we’re committed to bringing 

you the latest developments in efficient home 

heating. In moving with the times, we bring you 

the charm of old with the sophistication of new.

Cara Insert Stove is the perfect solution for converting an inefficient open fire into a stylish, high 
performance fireplace. It’s ideal for those who wish to retain their existing fireplace as it fits 
easily into a standard 16” opening with a standard chimney.

The Cara Insert Stove can improve the energy 
rating of your house and boost the value of your 
home. Independent research has shown that 
stoves are three times more efficient than open 
fires. While anything up to 70% of heat from an 

open fire goes straight up the chimney, the Cara 
Insert stove retains as much as 76% of the heat 
in the room, saving you fuel and money and as 
fuel is burned more efficiently it also benefits the 
environment.

Colours

Black 
Enamel

Majolica 
Brown 
Enamel

Matt Black

Print colours may not necessarily reflect the actual colour stove.
Drop in to your local Stanley stockist for precise colours.

Dimensions stated may be subject to slight +/- variation.
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Cara Insert stove - Main features

• Fits easily into a existing fireplace
• Easily connected to a standard 125mm diameter chimney
• Top flue outlet only
• 4.9kW output to room
• 76% efficient thanks to its convection system
• Modern, yet classic design
• High quality, cast iron build
• Suitable for all types of approved solid fuel
• Less fuel, means less ash so less cleaning
• Better for the environment thanks to clean burn technology
• Air wash system allows continuous flame view


